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Stopmotion Animation Studio
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Introduction
Stopmotion Animation Studio is a lightning fast mobile app which lets you create stop
motion movies easily and intuitively.
Stopmotion Animation Studio is an amazing app to create terrific stop action movies with a
whole host of unique features. Like the frame-by-frame editor, the never get lost timeline
and the cool Expert mode.
With its easy to use interface Stopmotion Animation Studio lets you create beautiful
animated movies easily and intuitively.
Designed and used by animators, this app focuses on fast workflow and an easy to
understand user interface. Packaged videos explain how to shoot and capture animations
for beginners and pros alike.
Features:
•

A lightning fast, easy-to-use interface.

•

Overlay mode showing the differences between frames.

•

Step by step making of videos show you how to use the app in detail with clay,
paper and objects.

•

Copy, paste, and insert duplicate frames at any position with the intuitive timeline.

•

Interactive timeline so you never get lost, even if you have hundreds of frames.

•

Expert mode to operate it without any onscreen UI.

•

Export out HD 720p movies and share with your friends or social media.

•

Auto-save functionality to backup your work seamlessly.

•

Simplified camera controls for exposure, white balance and focus lock.
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Main Menu
Main Menu contains the movies that the user has saved as slots. Pressing on any of the
saved slots will open it and allow the user to modify the movie. Library contains pre-built
movies. Tutorials contain demo videos.

In-Scene Overview
The user's stop motion animation is created in this scene.
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Shooting Process
To shoot a frame, press the red “Shoot Frame” button. This will add a
photo to the timeline, denoted by the red mark.
The Timeline Cursor(

) will automatically move to the next frame.

The Timeline Cursor can be moved anywhere along the timeline, and
pressing the “Shoot Frame” button will add a frame at its current
position.
A blank, unedited frame will show as a white mark.
A Live Frame is the current active frame which does not have a photo recorded. A flashing
red icon is used to show the live state. Pressing the Live Frame button(
) will switch
to Live Mode.

Tap anywhere on the screen to focus the image.
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Camera Controls

Camera controls are on the left side of the UI.
Exposure: Controls the overall brightness of the image.
WB Lock: Locks the White Balance of the image.
Focus Lock: Locks the focus at the current value.

Timeline
The Timeline shows all the frames in the scene.

When a photo is shot on a frame, the white mark turns red denoting a saved keyframe.

Playback Range is the sequence of frames which are selected for playback. Playback
Range can be adjusted by dragging the arrows on the tab.

Max. Range is the total amount of frames in the scene visually. It allows the user to zoom
in and out of the whole sequence in a easy and inuitive manner.
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Playback Controls
The playback controls are in the middle of the UI panel.

Play: Plays the animation once for frames in Playback Range.
Back: Moves Timeline Cursor back by one frame.
Forward: Moves Timeline Cursor forward by one frame.
Penultimate Live Frame: Moves Timeline Cursor to the first blank frame.

Expert Mode
Expert Mode can be entered or exited by tapping anywhere on the screen with 3 fingers.

Expert Mode Enabled
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The gestures used in expert mode are:
•

Swipe at the bottom of the screen to move between frames.

•

Double Tap to shoot frame.
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Frame Operations
Frame operations are on the right side of the UI.

Playback Speed: Controls the playback and export speed of the animation.
Duplicate: Adds a duplicate frame after the current frame.
Copy: Copies the current frame into the clipboard.
Paste: Pastes the copied frame into the current position of the timeline cursor.
Delete: Deletes the frame at the current position of the timeline cursor.
Onion Skin: Toggles the onion skin preview of the previous frame on or off.

MP4 Export
When Export button(
one of two resolutions.

) is pressed, the user is prompted to export the animation at

The export will be at the Playback Speed that the user selected. The length of the
exported animation will be the Playback Range that the user has defined.
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Help Panel
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Resources
https://stopmostudio.com/demo.html

Contact Us
https://stopmostudio.com/contact.html

